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LVRT and HVRT control strategies of DoublyFed Induction Generator

The Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) has a high sensitivity to the Grid Faults (GFs),
which can cause many problems on the power quality and the production continuity. Actually,
the grid connection requirements impose strict laws to respect to Low Voltage Ride Through
(LVRT), High Voltage Ride Through (HVRT), and grid support capacities following the Grid
Codes (GCs). In fact, when detecting voltage fault, Wind Turbines (WTs) should stay in
connection with the grid in order to hold a safe and stable operation. The main objective of this
work is to propose LVRT and HVRT strategies able to retain WTs connected to the grid during
severe grid voltage faults. The proposed approach is a hybrid method combining two methods
(active and passive methods): The first aim is to develop the control of DFIG, while the second
is applied for severe voltage faults using hardware protection circuits.
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1.

Introduction

Renewable power sources have grown quickly among the latest couple of years due to
the augmentation in demand for the electrical power and with a specific end goal to diminish
fossil resources which can injure the nature [1]. There are diverse assets of the renewable
power source, in this paper, we are occupied with wind energy which is viewed as the most
oftentimes used to their relatively minimal cost, low upkeep and clean contrasted with other
renewable power sources [2-3].
As wind power potential has amplified, so has the necessity for wind farms to become
more dynamic in keeping the grid safety and power quality of the grid [4-6]. This raised
situation into the power-market drives us to serious questions about its capacity to provide
ancillary services, such as the imbalance and loss compensation, thus the voltage-frequency
regulation during GF. In this conditions, Grid Operators (GOs) are getting to be plainly
stricter with the utilization of wind power as far as their behavior compared to traditional
power sources [4]. This limited utilization of wind power sources is executed through a
continuous refreshing of their GCs [7-9]. Where the technical conditions requested for wind
power plants are stricter, or much more critical, than those for conventional energy sources
[10]. The GCs technical specifications are classified into two categories: (i) static and (ii)
dynamic requirements. The static requirements talk about the steady-state behavior and the
power quality at the connection point to the grid [9]. While the dynamic obligations concern
the desired WT generator response during fault times. Usually, these requirements cover
many subjects such as voltage operation range, control of power factor, frequency operation
range, and fault ride through [11]. Moreover, the value of DFIG based WTs is becoming
more and more important as it is appropriate for advanced features accomplishment
implementing required for grid integration [12]. DFIG grants some profits, such as reduced
costs of power-inverter and output filter due to low power conversion ratings of rotor and
grid sides (25%–30%) [13-15], However, WTs based on DFIG are so delicate to grid
disturbances, especially to Voltage Dips (VDs) and Voltage Swells (VSs) [16-18].
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GCs requirements mostly apply to wind farms connected to the transmission lines.
These GCs indicate that wind farms should keep the power system control, and assert wind
farm behavior in case of irregular functioning states of the grid (in case of VDs and VSs).
The several general requirements introduce Faults Ride Through (FRT) capability, active
power control, frequency control, and power factor regulation abilities [19]. The typical GCs
principal requirements are given below:
- Frequency functioning area: Wind farms are obliged to operate continuously within
usual grid frequency variations.
- Active power: Wind farms must have the capacity to control their active power in order
to guarantee a stable operating and to prevent overloading of the grid and to diminish
the effect of dynamic WT operation through extreme wind conditions.
- Reactive power: Wind farms should remain the reactive power stability and kept the
power factor in the desired area.
- LVRT and HVRT: During grid voltage faults, WTs are required to rest connected for a
specific time before being allowed to disconnect. This requirement is to guarantee that
there is no generation loss for normally cleared faults. Disconnecting a WT rapidly could
have a negative impact on the grid, particularly for big wind farms. GCs require that
WTs must resist voltage variation at a specified rate of the nominal voltage and for a
specified duration. Such constraints are known as LVRT (for VDs) and HVRT (for VSs).
They are represented by a voltage (u) versus time (t) characteristic, indicating the
minimum required protection of the wind power farms to the system voltage variations
(Figure 1 and 2) [10].

Figure 1: LVRT requirements.
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Figure 2: HVRT requirements.
Diverse studies discussed in the literature have addressed the LVRT and HVRT capability
for DFIGs.
These strategies can be classified into two principal categories:
- Active methods: using appropriate converter control.
- Passive methods: using an additional electronic equipment.
For the active methods, the conventional solution for FRT requirements is the use of the
crowbar circuit [20-22]. Despite the fact that the crowbar circuit protection is a cost-effective
strategy, capable to secure the power converters of DFIG, its disadvantage is that the DFIG
misses its controllability once the crowbar circuit is activated, due to the Rotor Side
Converter (RSC) deactivating. In such condition, DFIG consumes reactive power from the
grid because of Grid Voltage (GV) degradation. In the same context, a Stator Damping
Resistor (SDR) composed of three resistors and three bypassing bidirectional switches
coupled in series with the stator circuit is proposed in [23]. In normal states, these switches
rest closed and the stator current will not circle within the resistors. The LVRT methods seem
to be more effective than those using conventional crowbar circuit. In addition, using these
approaches, it seems possible to enhance DFIG FRT capability as the main disadvantage of
the crowbar is missing the DFIG control over GFs [24]. Also, an Energy Storage System
(ESS) proposed in [25] can help to stabilize the DC-voltage and mitigate the output power
simultaneously, but it is very difficult to diminish the electromagnetic torque oscillations and
rotor overcurrent.
In the other hand, for passive methods, it has also been proposed combination of control
strategies and the addition of electronic components [26-27]. A transient current control
scheme is proposed for the RSC with crowbar protection in [28]. A different solution is
proposed on [27] by utilizing a Parallel Grid Side Rectifier (PGSR) with a Series Grid Side
Converter (SGSC). This converters combination allows unrestricted power processing and
robust control of voltage changes.
Some researchers add an external power electronic device called a Dynamic Voltage
Restorer (DVR), is an electrical voltage converter connected to the grid in order to
compensate voltage variation. Different DVR Shapes are proposed to protect the DFIG WT
in [29-31], but the control of reactive power during GFs is not considered. In [32] and [33]
the authors proposed strategies to compensate the VS using Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM) and DVR devices. However, these strategies need additional electrical devices
which augment the system complexity.
In this paper, we propose a control strategy to develop the LVRT and HVRT capability of
the DFIG during symmetrical grid voltage faults. The proposed strategy for LVRT combines
3
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the active method to limit fault in current at low VDs and the passive method for severe VDs
by adding hardware protections like SBR. The proposed solution for HVRT capability
involves the use of DVR to maintain DFIG terminal voltage stable and to provide maximum
support to help the GV fast recovery by controlling power converters.
This paper is structured as: In the second section, the modelling and control of DFIG
based WTs are presented. In the third section, the DFIG behavior during symmetrical grid
voltage faults is analyzed. In the fourth section, the proposed LVRT and HVRT strategies
are presented. The Fifth section presents the simulation results of the proposed strategies
compared with the system without LVRT and HVRT strategies. Finally, the conclusion is
summarized in the sixth section.
2. DFIG modelling and control
The electrical part of DFIG consists of stator windings which are directly related to the
three-winding transformer, while the machine's rotor windings are directly excited by an
AC/DC/AC power converter. The grid side of the power converter supplies the rotor power
into the grid via the three-winding transformer. The DFIG system is represented in Figure 3.
The control of the rotor voltages makes it possible to manage the magnetic field inside the
machine.

Figure 3: DFIG based WTs representation.
Each winding can be represented by an equivalent electric circuit, according to figure 4 :

Figure 4: The equivalent circuit for a winding.

    


The electromotive force developed in the inductance can be expressed by:


By applying the mesh law to the three stator windings, we obtain:
4

(1)
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A similar relation is obtained for the three windings of the rotor:
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In the absence of saturation, the flux is assumed to be linearly dependent on the currents.
The total flux in each winding is given by the sum of the flux from the self-inductance, the
flux linked by the mutual inductances for a stator winding, and the flux linked to variable
mutual inductance according to the rotor position.
The equations of flux in a matrix form are:
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Ms and Mr are respectively the mutual inductances between two stator and rotor phases.
l And l are respectively the own inductances of a stator and rotor windings.
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To represent effectively the behavior of a DFIG, and reduce the complexity, it is
necessary to use a precise and sufficiently simple model. Instead of considering the three
fixed phases (sa, sb, sc) of the stator and (ra, rb, rc) three phases windings of the machine's
rotor, we consider the equivalent diagram formed of two component (d: direct and q:
quadrature) by applying the park transformation, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: DFIG Park model for stator voltage.
The new model is obtained by multiplying the equations of currents, flows, and voltages by
the Park matrix given by the following equation:
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The change of variables relating to (currents, voltages, and flux) is defined by the following
transformation:
X
X
5X 8 P α$ X 
(8)
7
X
To determine the angles required for Park transformations for stator magnitudes (αs)
and rotor magnitudes (αr), a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is used. This PLL makes it possible
to estimate with precision the frequency and the amplitude of the GV.
After the Park transformation application to equations (2), (3), (4), and (5), and with a
reference linked to the rotating field, the expression of the stator and rotor voltages along the
d-q axis are expressed by:
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The matrix flux system can be expressed as follows:
ϕ L I + MI
<   
:ϕ 7 L I 7 + MI7



is the rotor pulsation.

(10)
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7
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The expression of the electromagnetic torque of DFIG depending on the stator flux and
rotor currents is expressed as follows:
CHI K Lϕ 7 I ϕ I7 M
J

?

(11)

The active and reactive power of the DFIG are written as follows:

P 1.5(V I  +v7 I7 )
<
:Q  1.5(v7 I  v I7 )
; P  1.5(v I +v7 I7 )
: Q  1.5(v I v I )
7 
 7
9 

(12)

In order to simplify DFIG equations, we will now proceed to an orientation choice for
PARK reference d-q. In the present work, we will use the vector control method by the
orientation of stator voltage (Figure 6), the choice of this reference makes the electromagnetic
torque produced by the machine depends on a single component of the current, therefore the
active power only depends on the d-axis rotor current and the reactive power depends only
on the q-axis rotor current. Thus, these powers can be controlled individually.
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The first simplification resulting from the choice of orientation according to the stator
flux is:
R?@
ϕ0

0

The stator flux is imposed by the grid. Therefore, we can consider ϕ 7 as constant (its
derivative will be zero) and equal to the modulus of the stator flux vector ϕ as represented
in the following equation:
φ 7 ϕ
S
(13)
ϕ  0
It is customary for high power generators used in current WT to neglect the stator
resistance Rs, we assume that Rs = 0, the equations of stator voltages become:


V 7 0
T
V  V  ω ϕ

(14)

Figure 6: Stator voltage orientation along d-axix.
The electromagnetic torque in equation 11 is written as:
CHI K Lϕ 7 I M
J

?

(15)

And the equation of the stator fluxes according to (13) becomes:
S

φ 7 ϕ L I 7 + MI7

ϕ  0 L I + MI

(16)

The reactive power and the active power are written as follows:
U
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V

V
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(17)
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3.

DFIG behaviour during grid faults

Without any protection system, the grid system disturbances can lead to large fault
currents in the stator windings. Because of the magnetic coupling between the stator windings
and the rotor windings, each distress in the stator part is transmitted directly to the rotor
circuit. However, the dimensioning of the power converter is relatively small compared to
the system, so it would not be possible to keep the controllability of the system for high rotor
current. This means that the converter reaches quickly its limits, therefore, it loses control of
the generator during the GF. Also, in this conditions the Grid Side Converter (GSC) cannot
transfer the power to the grid and therefore the extra energy charges the capacitor, then the
DC-link voltage can increase rapidly.
To see the DFIG behaviour, the evolution of its magnitudes during the GFs, and to be
able to determine the causes and subsequently to propose solutions, we made a study on
DFIG’s dynamic response during the grid disturbances.
The stator and rotor voltage equations are expressed by:
XY 
ZZZ[

X^
ZZZZ[

Y \ZZ[
Y

+

ZZZZZ[]



(18)

ZZZZZ[

\^ _
^ ZZ[+

(19)

Stator and rotor flux-linkage expressions are expressed by:
ZZZZ[
`Y  aY ZZ[
\Y + b\ZZ[^
ZZZZ[^  a^ ZZ[
`
\^ + b\ZZ[Y

(20)
(21)

According to equations (19), (20), and (21) the expression of the rotor voltage becomes:
With eZZZ[ 

D
ZZZZZZZZ[
J R
?

K? 

X^  eZZZ[ + (R + L (1 
ZZZ[

de 

f] f_ 

)ıZZ[

(22)

  `  hij_  is the stator flux expressed
ZZZZZZ[
is the electromotive force and `
Y

in a frame linked to the rotor axes.
In normal operation, the stator voltage vector has a fixed amplitude Vs and rotates at
the synchronism speed ws:
XY  V ekl? 
ZZZ[
(23)
When a symmetrical fault happens at t=t0, the stator voltage decrease from m à + :
  in] 
X
ZZZ[Y  S m in] 
+ 

The evolution of the flux during the GF is written:
ZZZZ[Y 
`

st

ij
U se]
ij]

 in]
 in]

o < oq
o > oq

o < oq
o > oq

(24)

(25)

The flux cannot change from φ1 to another φ2 instantly, there must be continuity, thus
to guarantee a progressive change of the flux, a DC component of the flux appears.
Using equation 24 and 25, the stator voltage becomes:
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Considering the low values of the DFIG quantities, the last term can be neglected, we obtain:
ZZZZZ[
u
v
ZZZ[
XY  ] ZZZZ[
`Y + ]
(27)
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The flux expression is determined by solving the previous differential equation:
s
s hs
ZZZZ[
`Y  e  in]  + t e  h/x]

With: yY =

in]

f]

u]
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Replacing the stator flux with its expression in ZZZ[
e , we find:
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J {t h{e
m
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By neglecting the term 1/τs, the preceding equation becomes:
J
J
eZZZ[  V+ gekn?D  (Vm  V+ )(1  g)eh/} ehklD

The maximum amplitude of eZZZ[ appears at the beginning of the VD:
J
^
^,
 (V+ g  (Vm  V+ )(1  g))
K?

(28)

(29)
(30)
(31)

It can be seen from the previous expression that ^^ is the sum of two terms, a term which is
proportional to the slip, therefore she has a small amplitude, while the second term its
amplitude can be large or small, depending on the depth of the GF (Vm  V ). During GF, the
+
appearance of the DC component at the magnetic-flux causes overvoltage in the rotor. If the
RSC is unable to control it, overcurrent will appear in the rotor and the converter may be
damaged.
4.

LVRT and HVRT Control Strategies

The control strategies applied during GFs can be divided into two main categories:
LVRT control strategy for VDs and HVRT control strategy for VSs.
4.1 LVRT control strategy
Two control methods are applied for LVRT wind power capacity, depending on the VD
level. The first method (active method) is based on the flux control in order to limit rotor
overcurrent, this method is valid only for small depths of VDs. While the second method
(passive method) requires material protections such as the series resistors to minimize
significant VDs effects.
a-

Active method:

The principal objective of control during GF is to limit the fault current. The method is
simple to implement, based on the control of the rotor flux when a VD is detected. The
principle is to control the rotor flux during grid VDs to follow the stator flux. Thus, rotor
overcurrent can be definitely reduced.
f
According to equations (20) and (21), and considering that ] ≈ 1 , the rotor current can
d
be expressed by:
d
\ZZ[^  f f hde (Z̀[^  Z̀[Y )
(32)
] _

When the voltage drop occurs, DC component appears in the stator flux, therefore, the
rotor flux cannot follow the stator flux. Thus, the difference between the rotor and stator flux
9
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will increase during a VD, which gave rise to rotor overcurrent. For this reason, in order to
limit this failure, the rotor flux must be controlled to follow the stator flux.
The rotor flux reference is determined by:
ϕ,H  k  ϕ
(33)
With 0 < k  < 1
The expressions of the rotor current are obtained by substituting equation (33) in (32):
d( hm)
ZZ[
eϕ
? KD hd

Zı[ ≃ K

(34)

When the fault occurs, the stator flux at t=0 is maximum. If the rotor current is within the
limits for the maximum stator flux, it will surely not exceed the maximum of the current
during GF, thus kT should satisfy:



d(, hm)
K K hde

ϕ (0) ≤ I 

The expression of k ,I is expressed by:

k ,I ≃ 1  I_I ω

(35)

(K? KDhde )
d{

(36)

Unfortunately, maintaining production during the disturbed regime of the proposed
control is limited because of small dimensioning of the power converters compared to the
general system. The activation of this strategy is affected by the severity of the fault, which
is why we have studied the feasibility of the proposed strategy against VDs. The maximum
amplitude is proved theoretically, while the maximum operation time is obtained by
simulation-test [8].
Substituting the flux equation (24) in the expression of reactive power (12) the
expression of the reactive power during the fault becomes:
ZZZZ[  1.5
Q

J

K? KD hde

(1   )

s]

in]

 in] +

(mh)s]
in]

 h] $XY


(37)

With p it is the degree of VD relative to its nominal value
Assuming that the VD occurs at t = 0s, the expression (37) becomes:
Q (o  0)  1.5

J

K? KD hde

(1    )

()s] e
in]

(38)

Q (o  0) < 0.3 > p > 0.6998 ≈ 0.7
Therefore the modified control strategy remains valid for VDs lower than 30%.
The following table illustrates the operating extremes of the active strategy, at the
amplitude and duration levels of VDs to verify its compatibility with existing grid codes
represented in Figure 1.
Table 1: The compatibility of the active method with the GCs [8].
Voltage dip level
Duration
Grid codes
30%
0.3s
--25%
1s
Spain – Danemark-UK
23%
1.5s
Spain – Danemark-UK-Allemand
<23%
>1.5s
Spain – Danemark-UK-Allemand

b- Passive method
The passive method consists of inserting resistors in series with stator windings (SBR), as is
represented in Figure 7, to increase the stator voltage and subsequently reduce the DC
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component at flux level. This would reduce overvoltage at the rotor circuit and therefore
avoid rotor current peaks.

Figure 7: DFIG coupled with SBR.
In addition, the limitation of the rotor current can also reduce overvoltage at Vdc which
could damage the power converter. The stator voltage during fault becomes the sum of the
GV and the voltage across the resistors (Figure 8):

Figure 8: Fresnel representation of the stator voltage, during the fault, with SBR.
The choice of the value of the dynamic resistance is important, a large resistance value
will result a large power dissipation, and lower voltages across the rotor. On the contrary, a
low-value of the resistors cannot limit the fault current. The dimensioning of the resistance
is determined according to two values:
•

The resistors must be large enough to limit the rotor voltage to the maximum input
voltage tolerated by the converter, thus avoiding its deterioration.

Hence the following condition must be satisfied:
^
^,
≤ u

¡,

(39)

Since the RSC can only produce a voltage lower than the DC voltage, its maximum output
value u ¡, is calculated as follows:
s
u ¡,  ¢£e
(40)
•

+¤

¥

The resistors must be small enough to prevent the stator voltage exceeding his
maximum voltage value.
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During GF, stator voltage can be expressed by the sum of GV and the voltage across the
resistors.
+  m (1  ¦) +  §u
(41)
The voltage VSBR is limited by the maximum stator voltage VSmax, and we have:
 §u, ≤    m (1  ¦)
(42)
Replacing VSBR by VSBR = RSBR Is, and we considered the worst case p = 1.
We find:
m

¨]

U(1  ©)m 

4.2 HVRT control strategy

d s¢£

f]

ª≤

e
+¤
¥

«§u

≤

s¬®¯
¨]

(43)

In this section, the capabelity of DFIG using DVR is proved for symmetrical grid VS.
When symmetrical grid VS occurs, the DVR control output voltage maintains the stability of
the system to avoid the stator and rotor overcurrent and overvoltage. Thus, the power outputs
of DFIG are concertedly controlled in order to keep the operation’s safety and stability of the
grid. The system with the DVR is represented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: DFIG system with DVR.
a.

Dynamic Voltage Restorer control:

The goal of DVR during VSs is to keep the voltage stability on the connection point
with the grid, thus, by controlling it to hold the pre-fault state of GV as:
(44)
°±  °
±
Where: ° is the GV during the normal operation; ° is the GV during the VSs.
During normal operation, ²³ is oriented along d-axix, by DVR control, the voltage at the
connection point can be controled to keep the same state befor VSs. GV vector during a VS
can be expressed as:
±
°  ´°  °
S
(45)
±
0  ´°µ  °µ

Where: ´° and ´°µ are stator voltage vector in d-q-axis reference farm during normal
operation; V’gd and V’gq are grid voltages respectively d-axis and q-axis component during
the fault; Vg is the amplitude of the grid voltage during normal operation, the voltage
equations of DVR are expressed as:
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±
´°¶  ·¦m (y¸m ¹ + 1)/(y¸m ¹)$(°  °
)
S
±
´°¶µ  ·¦m (y¸m ¹ + 1)/(y¸m ¹)$(0  °µ )

(46)

Where: Kp1 and τi1 are parameters of the PI controller. According to equation (46), the
control block of DVR during GF is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Control diagram of DVR during GV swells.
b.

RSC control

In order to improve the HVRT of the DFIG system during VSs, the conventional control
strategy for power converter must be changed to avoid the rotor and stator current disturbs
and electromagnetic torque oscillations. On the other hand, to stabilize reactive power by
controlling power converter. During symmetrical grid VS and by ignoring the stator
resistance, the generator active power Ps and reactive power Qs can be written as:

P  V 7 i 7 V i
T
Q  V 7 i  V i

7



(47)

From equation (47), in order to keep the same state of active power, q-axis vector of stator
current must rest stable, meanwhile, in order to support the grid during VSs by maximizing
the absorption of reactive power, d-axis component of stator current must take its maximum
value:

I

+
+
I ¤I I I 7

(48)

Where: º»¼½¾ for the stator maximum value. Combined stator flux equation and (48) during
a VS, the d-q-axis components of the rotor current expressed:
¿

I K ? K ? i I


U
K
I7   ? i 7
K

K

(49)

Thus the equations for RSC control block during VS are expressed by:

U

V± À
V±7 À

ÁÂe (}e Ãm)

Ä(I i )

}e
ÁÂe (}e Ãm)
}e

Ä(I7 i7 )

(50)

Where: Å±ÆÇ and Å±ÆÈ are respectively d and q-axis component of the RSC current loop
controller output voltage; ÉÊË and ÌÍË are parameters of the PI controller. The control block
of RSC during VS is represented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: RSC control diagram during grid voltage swells.
c.

GSC control

When symmetrical grid VS happens, the GSC is still unchanged for the control of DC link
voltage. But when the magnitude of the grid voltage increases, DFIG should absorb reactive
power depending to the magnitude of grid voltage swell. When GSC using grid voltage
oriented vector control method and ignoring the line resistance ÎÏ , the GSC output voltage
is expressed as follow:

UÑ  ω LÑ IÑ7 +VÑ
T
0 ω LÑ IÑ +VÑ7

(51)

Where: Ò° is the amplitude of the GV vector; a° is the line inductance; ° and °µ are
respectively d-axis and q-axis components of the GSC output voltage; ° and °µ are d-axis
and q-axis components of the GSC current.
According to the vector modulation theory, at no over-modulation condition, the modulation
ratio m shall meet:

m

¤{eÔ@ Ã{eÔC

$ ≤ 2/√2

(52)

V ≥¤3 (VÑ +ω LÑ IÑ7 )+ + (ω LÑ IÑ )+

(53)

IÑ7I l

(54)

Õ@Ö
e

From equations (51) and (52) we can deduct:

From (53), the minimum reactive current ºÏÈ¼ÍÚrequired can be expressed as:
m
? KÔ

¤Û@Ö  (ω LÑ IÑ )+ UÑ $
e

During the grid VSs; to achieve the HVRT requirement, GSC should absorb at least the
minimum reactive power ÜÏ¼ÍÚ as:

QÑI  I7I UÑ

(55)
During the fault, GSC reactive power set point is obtained by equation (12), which keep the
DC bus voltage value stable at fault time, to guarantee a stable support for each process
control.
ÉÊÝ (ÌÍÝ »ÃÞ)

Thus the equations for current loop control of GSC are:
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The control block of GSC during GF is shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12: GSC control diagram during grid voltage swells.
4.3 Combining HVRT and LVRT methods:
To ensure a great management of any GF types, we propose a combination strategy
between LVRT and HVRT strategies. Figure 13 shows the algorithm of FRT strategy
proposed. Through normal operation, GV is measured in real time to look over GFs and its
nature. In the meanwhile, a GF is tested by measuring in real time the GV. In addition, during
VDs whish passed 30%, the GV measured is between 0,7pu and 0.9pu, only the active
method is used (Figure 13, option 1). Thus, in this range, active method is more coherent,
and SBR protection is not working. On the other hand, for high VDs higher than 30%, when
the GV is less than 30%, only the SBR is used with conventional control (Figure 13, option
2). Moreover, if the VS is more than 10%, the GV measured is higher than 1.1pu, the DVR
strategy is activated (Figure 13, option 3) with the proposed control fitting the improvement
of the safety and the stability of the grid under VSs. Finely, at time of clearing the fault, the
system respond to a normal operation.

Figure 13: the flowchart of the proposed strategy based on the combination of HVRT and
LVRT methods.
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5

Simulation & results

The mean work was produced by the simulation results were conducted using
MATLAB-SIMULINK software and Simscape SimPowerSysteme toolbox. The DFIG FRT
capability is simulated for two types of GF: (i) three-phase VDs in which the grid VD twice
to 0.1 pu (10% of its rated value) at t=0.7s and lasts for 150ms, and to 0.75 pu (75% of its
rated value) at t=1.2s and lasts for 200ms as shown in figure 14. (ii) three-phase VS in which
the GV increase to 1.3 pu at t=0.7 with a duration of 100ms as shown in Figure 16. (the DFIR
parameter are given in Table 2)

Figure 14: Grid voltage during tow voltage dips.
Figure 15 shows the simulation results of different electric quantities for the system with
and without LVRT strategy. The first voltage sag of a GF had started at t=0.7s, in figure
15.(a) through the first 90% VD, the passive method is activated. It is shown that the active
power of the system without LVRT technique reaches 0.1pu which exceeded the DFIG
operation limit (0,7pu) also, the DFIG is ended. However, with the LVRT advanced method,
the active power rest in the garneted operation range (0.7pu – 1.3pu). When the voltage sag
is disappeared at 0,85s, the DFIG starts and the active power leads 2.24pu for the system
without LVRT technique. Nevertheless, the proposed LVRT method regards the range of
normal operation and doesn't notice any active power peak. The next voltage sag is 25%, in
this time the active method is operated and the passive method is deactivated. The present
results report the efficiency of the proposed approach, it maintain the stability of the
production.
In Figure 15.(b) relieve that the combined method considers grid requirements. In fact,
the reactive power has to be maintained at least within 0,3pu and 0,4pu. Moreover, the system
without LVRT strategy exceeds the limit of the reactive power and can affect the grid.
Figure15.(c) and figure 15.(d) show the simulation results of the electromagnetic torque
and the rotor current. It is shown that the system without LVRT strategy has serious
oscillations in electromagnetic torque and rotor current, which is very limited near its nominal
value by using the SBR. In addition, for a system without LVRT, rotor current passed the
permissible value (2pu). Moreover, it is shown that when the fault is started, rotor current has
dangerous peaks with strong oscillations, which have an important influence on the
performance of the mechanical part of DFIG and the protection of the power converters.
Actually, serious oscillations can destroy the machine and the power converter.
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Figure 15: Simulation results of different electric quantities for the system with and without
LVRT strategy.

Figure 16: Grid voltage during a voltage swell.
During the grid VSs, Figure 17.(a) show that the amplitude of the stator voltage was
remarkably expended with the grid VSs to 1.3pu, which will possibly be harmful to the stator
insulation level, but with the proposed strategy, DVR compensates the change in GV, as
consequence, the stator voltage holds the pre-fault state. Figure 17 (b) and (c) show that
without DVR the rotor and stator over-currents contain a large transient DC component
during VSs. Therefore, with the strategy proposed the transient DC component of stator flux
could be effectively reduced.

Figure 17: Simulation results of different electric quantities for the system with and without
HVRT strategy.
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According to Figure 18 (a), (b), (c), the electromagnetic torque, active power and
reactive power present significant fluctuations, which will have an impact on mechanical
components of DFIG, at the same time significantly reduce grid power quality, but with the
proposed strategy, the fluctuations in electromagnetic torque and power output was
significantly amortized, in this fact, the impact on the WT will be reduced, in addition the
proposed strategy can support grid power quality through the fault. From Figure 18 (d) we
remark that the DC-link voltage is almost substantial, by using the proposed strategy which
remains the safety and the stability of the DC link.

Figure 18: Simulation results of different electric quantities for the system with and without
HVRT strategy.
Table 2: DFIG parameters.

6

Conclusion

The LVRT and HVRT capabilities of WTs are necessary with the increasing integration
of wind energy and contribute to the regular grid integration. This paper has investigated the
performance of the passive and active methods for FRT capability of DFIG. Hence, The
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LVRT strategy is based on the active method which used a P controller that valid only for
low VDs less than 30%, also an SBR coupled in series with the stator windings is used for
the passive method. Besides, the proposed HVRT strategy is based on adding a DVR, which
provides the balance of the GV by controlling the reactive power. The simulation results have
been allowed an indication of the proposed method behavior during any voltage faults.
Further, the results of the simulation obtained using a 1.5 MW DFIG connected to electrical
grid, report the great performance of the proposed strategies for improving the FRT capability
of DFIG.
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